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In the South during the early 1900's, the questions of the employ¬
ment of Slacks and the establishing of Black businesses were of major
concern. The South was particularly interested because "carpetbaggers"
and others from the North constituted a threat to its caste system. The
general thought was that Blacks should be kept in their place, an idea
which started a series of interracial conflicts that swept the South,.
One incident that involves one of the South’s largest cities was the
Atlanta riot or 1906.
The major objective of this study is to examine the effect (rise
or decline) the riot of 1906 had on Black businesses in downtown At'anta.
(The area of study is marked out on the map of Atlanta, Figure 1).^ The
years 1905-1908 are covered so that stability or change can be seen on an
annual basis, with a categorical breakdown of Black owned businesses
with figures that give an annual accounting of each business. The data
used in this study are basically of one type, those which have been
2
gathered by enumeration from the city directories for years 1905-1908.
TTie devices used to enhance this study are tables and graphs,
which are used as an aid to analyze the data and show a rise or decline
of Black businesses, which, occurred as a result of the race riot. The
formula used for percentage is: The sum of the number of Black businesses
dov^ntown divided by the total number of Black businesses in the city, mul¬
tiplied by one hundred.
It should also be mentioned that the riot of 1906 may only be one
factor that affected Black business during this time; there may very well
have been other factors at work.
1
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Red marks indicate the at*ea,pf the study for the downtown
Central Business District.3
^Hearne Brothers, Atlanta and Vicinity Map, Michigan; n.d.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Atlanta riot of I9O6 could be considered one of the most daring
commercial crimes in the city's history, for it was not only a riot, but
could also be considered an attack by whites on Black businesses in down¬
town Atlanta.
The riot was sparked off by a series of standard accusations made
by whites that Black men were raping white women. But there were still
other deep-seated factors which may have influenced whites to riot. For
months, race relations had been growing strained due to the increasing
amount of Blacks coming to Atlanta, opening their own businesses, caus¬
ing a shortage of jobs, and working at lower v/ages. Another factor
causing hostile feelings towards Blacks was politics. "Racial feelings
had been sharpened through a long and bitter political campaign, Negro
disfranchisement being one of the chief issues under discussion."^
Even though the odds seemed to be against Blacks, riot activities did
not really develop until the media began to publish articles on rape and
other accusations. One reaction toward Blacks' alleged crimes is cited
by John Temple Graves, editor of the Atlanta Georgian, writing in the
World Today, who stated that "never in the history of this autrocious
^Ray S. Baker, Following the Colour Line (New York; Doubleday
Page and Company, 1908), pp. 8-9.
3
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crime in the South have the assaults been so brutal, so audacious in
attempt, so fiendish in purpose, ib the mutilation of women, and so inso¬
lent in the reception with which they have been met by the mass of the
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race from which these criminals come." It was this sort of reaction that
motivated whites to take matters into' their hands.
On September 22, 1906 groups of angry white men gathered to discuss
headlines of the Atlanta News which read "Third Assault}" this was con¬
sidered the initial start of the Atlanta riot. The gathering for the riot
took place in the Decatur and Peachtree Street area, which was the cen-
3
tral area of the Negro district. Angry whites begun chants such as
"Save Our Women!, Kill the Niggers," which only served as a stimulus for
the crowd's motivation to begin battle. Charies Crowe has stated that in
several instances a dozen whites would encircle a Negro and torment him
with kicks and blows until he was dead. Along with the assaults and mur¬
derers came the destruction of restaurants, clubs, saloons, and pool
rooms that Blacks frequented. "Mobs selected certain kinds of establish¬
ments or favorite targets, invaded every Negro owned barber shop and pool
room with a black clientele. Although rioters destroyed some whites’ pro-
perty, they visited most destruction on places owned or used by Negroes."
These circumstances resulted in situations which Blacks found difficult to
cope with, and as the evening continued riot activities only worsened:
. ^"Tragedy At Atlanta," World Today, November, 1906.
3
Michael Porter, "B1ack Atlanta: An Interdisciplinary Study of
Blacks on the East Side of Atlanta, 1890-1930," (Ph.D. dissertation,
Emory University, 1974), p. 124.
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Charles Crowe, "Racial Massacre in Atlanta," The Journal of Negro
Hi story 54 (July 1969): 155-159.
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. . . the mob beat Mrs. Adams (a restaurant keeper with
twenty years at the same location) and her daughter
repeatedly with wagon wheel spokes, used a small grand¬
son for target practice with revolvers, and broke dishes,
glasses, furniture and everything in sight which could
be destroyed.5
In search for more victims, rioters began to enter Black establishments
which were serving their clientele
... then open and filled with white customers. The
barbers too frozen with fear to utter a sound, tried
to continue cutting hair until the mob began to beat
than, . . . In this fray, dozens of rioters beat a
barber and a boot black to death with heavy weapons,
slashed the faces and bodies and carved initials on the
back of one corpse.^
These are just a few incidents that occurred during the night; there are
other incidents too numerous to mention.
Apart from spontaneous unorganized riot activities, four attacks
v-zere made on Slack businesses by legal forces. The Atlanta Journal, head¬
lines read, "Crusade Against Negro Dives by Police has begun in Dead Earn¬
est," "22 Negro Restaurants are Refused Licenses," "Negro Dives and Clubs
are the Cause of Frequent Assaults." These accusations were carried on
by Richard Ewing, the city's license inspector, viho led the first attack
by trying to make a determined effort to close Up dives which he thought
were illegal. Ewing stated,
"... I have been making careful investigations of all the
places where improper clubs are run. . . I am frank to say
that I have been shocked at information I have gathered.
In some of the Negro clubs on Decatur Street I have found




to any other conclusion than, that such practices induce
assault and lawlessness. My only idea in the matter is to
see if these places can be legally closed."7
The second attack was engineered by Chief Jennings of the Atlanta Police
Force. Chief Jennings held that many of the Black restaurants were "ho-
8
thing less than low dives that should be diminished." To accomplish put¬
ting an end to these Black businesses, Jennings requested that the city
council pass an ordinance requiring all restaurants to have a special
permit before licenses were issued. It was thought that by requiring
a special permit, the city council could control or eliminate dives of
low character. A third attack was made on Blacks who were idling about
the city in the belief that without idlers, the dives would die of inertia.
A last antagonistic action was the addition of more police to the force;
it v/as assumed that this action "• . . would demoralize the Negroes and
9
the dives." It was a combination of these actions, along with riot
activities, that drove Black businesses from the downtown area. Equally
important, the hostile attitudes of city officials also caused Blacks to
become victims of circumstance.^
^Atlanta Journal, 21 September 1906.
8
Atlanta Constitution, 23 Septerrfcer 1906.
^Ibid., 22 September 1906.
. .As a result of the riot one white person died and several
dozen were hurt. Twenty-five black men perished, about one hundred and
fifty suffered serious wounds, hundreds had less critical injuries, and
more than a thousand black men, women and children fled the city." Crowe,
"Racial Massacre in Atlanta," p. 168.
CHAPTER 11
BLACK BUSINESS IN ATLANTA
Before giving an historical account of the characteristics oF Black
businesses and before detailing their demographic locations, it will be
necessary to give a definition of what a Black business is. Some may
feel that it is any business in which Blacks may be engaged for handling
business affairs for others; others, that it is an enterprise that serves
only one type of clientele, or all clientele for the purpose of profit
making; or, agains, some may say that to the Black community a Black busi¬
ness is more than a mere enterprise to make profit, "it becomes a symbol
of racial progress for better or for worse.However, for the purpose
of this research, the following definition is drawn: A "Black business"
is an enterprise owned and operated by Blacks, and legally incorporated
as a means of profit making by serving any clientele.
The businesses that Blacks engaged in before the riot of 1906 were
numerous, but all seemed to fall into three categories: skilled, service,
and learned. The skilled professions consisted of carpenters, furniture
repairer, house movers, and others of that type. Learned professions were
such as lawyers, dentists, doctors and others. The service professions
included barbers, grocers, restaurant owners, cleaners, etc. (See Table
^St. Clair Drake and Horace R. Cayton, Black Metropolis, 2 vols.




1). Of the three types of professions (skilled, service, and learned),
skilled and service were the more numerous.
The number of Black businesses in the city of Atlanta during 19G5
Cthe year prior to the riot) was 398* Of the 398 in the city a total of
246 Black businesses were located in the downtown area. This means that
in 1905 a total of 62 percent of Black businesses (more than half of the
Black businesses in Atlanta) were located in the downtown area. (See
Figure 5» page 29). Although not recorded by graph or chart but noticed
while doing research, the main area of concentration of Black businesses
was located in the area of Marietta and Decatur Streets of downtown At¬
lanta, known as the Central Business District.
During the year 1907 (the year directly after the riot), the types
of Black businesses that existed were still mainly of skilled, service,
and learned, with the skilled and service dominant. The learned profes¬
sion stayed stable in number (such as lawyers and dentists; see Table 2),
but again these were very few. After the riot, the total number of Black
businesses in the city rose from 398 (1905) to 426 (1907) and the total
number of Black businesses downtown rose very slightly from 246 (1905) to
248 (1907). Even though there was an increase in the number of businesses
in the city, there was a decrease in the percentage of Black owned business
downtown. This type of change occurred because as more Black owned busi¬
ness developed, they moved from the downtown area. The difference here is
a decline in the percentage of Black businesses in downtown Atlanta from
62 percent (1905) to 58 percent (1907), (see Graph 1).
2
These were Black owned businesses found in the Atlanta City
Directory in the years 1905, 1907, and I908.
9
TABLE 1
ALL DIRECTORIES ISSUED JANUARY 1ST
(compiled the year prior to year issued)















































Billiard and Pool Rooms
Milk Dealers
"'Taken from the City Directory of 1905«
This change of Blacks opening businesses in other parts of the city
may be the result of a meeting of the Atlanta Chamber of Commerce which
was trying to restore businesses. In September 1906, representatives
and Atlanta citizens gathered 1,000 strong in the Fulton Superior Court
Room to attend a meeting called by Mr. C. Jones, president of the Chamber
of Commerce. The purpose of this meeting was to find a solution as to
the best way to restore law and order, and make it possible for everybody
to return to work. Mr. Jones stated one solution would be to "keep white
TABLE 2
CATEGORICAL BREAKDOWN OF BLACK BUSINESSES WITH RESPECT TO YEARS
Black Black
Businesses Black Busi- B1 ack Black; Busi- Businesses
Character of Atlanta nesses Down- Businesses nesses Dov;n- That Remained
Black Businesses 1905 town 1905 Citv 1907 town 1907 the Same I907
Bakers 2 2 None listed in 1 907
Barbers 50 36 55 38 15
Bicycle Shoppe 1 1 None 1isted in 1907
Blacksmiths. 13 6 10 5 2
Boarding Houses 4 4 2 2 0
Cab Lines 1 1 None 1isted in 1907
Carpenters 1 1 1 1 1
Cigar-Tobacco Ret. 1 1 \o 3 2 1
Coal-VVood 19 6 oo\ 20 7 3
Clothing Ren. . 16 10 16 12 1
Confectories 1 0 4-J0 None 1isted in 1907
Contractors 4 4 ce 2 2 2
Dentists 4 3 (U 7 4 3
Dress Makers 2 2 u03 1 1 0
Druggist—Ret. 3 3 cr 4 3 1
Dry Cleaning 1 1 4-o 1 1 1
Employment Agency 1 1 L- 2 2 1
Fish—Meat—Grocerf 2 2 03d) 1 1 0
Fruit—Ret. 1 1 >■ None 1isted in 1907
Furniture Repair 2 1 2 0 0
Grocers—Ret 97 20 78 22 10
House Movers 1 0 None 1isted in 1907
Insurance Co. 1 1
. 3 3 1
Jewelers—Ret. 1 1 1 1 1




















Lawyers 1 1 1 1 1
Lodging Houses 3 3 9 9 1
Lunch Rooms 87 58 72 51 20
Meat—Ret. 4 2 9 3 1
Trained Nurses 4 0 2 1 0
Painters 2 2 1 1 1
Photographers 1 0 '0 3 1 0
Physicians 9 6 o 8 5 3
Pictures & Framers 1 1 None listed in 1907
Plumbing Co, 2 1 1 0 0
Real Estate 3 3 •r** 3 3 2
Saloons 2 2 1 1 0
Shoe Makers 59 31 U 51 32 16
Shoe Shiners 3 3 5 5 0
Soda Fount Co. 2 1 Lj_ None listed in 1907
Tailors 9 8 22 12 4
Transfer Co. 1 1 None listed in 1907
Umbrella (Makers) 1 1 >~ None listed in 1907
Undertakers 3 3 2 2 2
Well Diggers 4 1 1 0 0
Billard-Pool Room 6 6 2 2 0
Milk Dealers 1 1 None 1isted in 1907
Total Numbers 398 246 426 248 94
















Bakers None 1isted i n 1908
Barbers 53- 33 16
Bicycle Shoppe None 1isted in 1908
B1acksmiths 12 5 2
Boarding Houses None 1isted in 1908
Cab Lines None 1isted in 1908
Carpenters None 1isted in 1908
Cigar-Tobacco Ret. 5 4 0
Coal-Wood 23 9 1
Clothing Ren. 25 14 0
Confectories None 1isted in 1908
Contractors 3 2 1
Dentist 4 4 4
Dress Makers None 1isted in 1908
Druggist—Ret. 6 4 2
Dry Cleaning 1 1 0
Employment Agency 2 2 1
Fi sh—Meat—Grocers 2 1 1
Fruit—Ret. None 1isted i n 1908
Furniture Repair 1 \ 1
Grocers—Ret. 84 24 8
House Movers None 1isted in 1908
Insurance Co. 5 4 2
Jewelers—Ret. 3 I...-, 1
Junk Movers None listed in I9OS
Lawyers 2 2 \
Lodging Houses 4 4 1
Lunch Rooms 80 54 9
Meat—Ret. 8 4 1
Trained Nurses 4 0 0
Painters 1 1 1
Photographers 3 2 1
Physicians 15 n 1
Pictures & Framers None 1isted in 1908
Plumbing Co. None 1isted in 1908
Real Estate 2 2 2
Saloons None 1isted in 1908
Shoe Makers 53 31 9
Shoe Shiners 5 4 1














Tailors 26 14 2
Transfer Co. 2 2 0
Umbrella (Makers) None listed in 1908
Undertakers 2 2 2
Well Diggers 2 0 00
Billard-Pool Room 3 3 1
Milk Dealers None listed in 1908
Total Numbers 445 245 81
(Include New (55.0) (32.0)
Black Busines
ses in Figure 4)
and colored hard at work, and they'll have no time to stand around the
street corners. In my opinion the opening of the factories and work¬
shops will do more toward the restoration of good order than any other
3
measure." Table 3 indicates that there were Black businesses that
reopened but were not located in the downtown area. This may be because
Blacks were afraid of another racial disturbance and a loss of their
enterprise.
Again in 1908, the major types of Black businesses were of a
skilled and service type. During this year the total number of Black
businesses rose from h26 (1907) to 445 (1908). However, at this time
of an increase in the city area, there was a decrease in the downtown
area from 58 percent (1907) to 55 percent (1908). This same type of
3
"The Men Who Made and Make Atlanta Speak—All is Peace and
Business Resumed," The Atlanta Independent, 29 September 1905.
NEW TYPES CF BLACK BUSINESSES IN 1907
B1 ack Black Black B1 ack B1 ack
Businesses Businesses Businesses Businesses Businesses
Character of Atlarita Downtown Atlanta Downtown Remained
Black Businesses 1907 1907 1208 1908 1907-1908
Candy, Fruit & Soda Water 3
Carpet Cleaners 1
Hair Dresser 1







Real Estate & Renting 1
Safe Movers 1






1 6 2 1
1 1 1 1
1 None 1isted i n 1908
1 1 1 1
1 None 1isted in 1908
1 None 1isted i n 1908
1 2 2 1
1 3 3 1
1 1 0 0
1 None 1isted in 1908
1 None 1isted i n 1908
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
. 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 2 1 0
1 6 0 0
16 26 14 9Total
>5
TABLE 3—Continued








Investment Companies 1 1
Theaters & Places of
Amusement 1 1
Dai ry 1 1
Total k k
pattern (rise in the city and decrease downtown) is reflected in the
year 1907. This may be an indication of a consistency of Black businesses
moving away from downtown Atlanta to various parts of the city after the
Atlanta riot.
Perhaps a better way to look at the effect of the riot on Black
businesses would be to examine the Black businesses that survived from
1905^1908 (Table 2). This can be done by contrasting the Black businesses
that survived or remained in the location in 1907) With the total number
of Black businesses in the downtown location for 1905* For example, look
at Clothing Renovators (Table 2); When comparing column six (businesses
that survived from 1905) with column two (total number of Black businesses
in downtown 1905), it is evident that of the ten (10) Renovators in 1905,
only one (1) remained in business to 1907. This may mean that the riot
may have contributed to this removal of the other nine (9) businesses
located there in 1905- In looking at the total number of Black businesses
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that survived from 1905 to 1907» the chart shows (see Table 2) that only
94 Black businesses or 38 percent remained from the 246 Black businesses
of 1905* This indicates that there was a 62 percent loss of Black busines¬
ses after the 1906 race riot in downtown Atlanta.
In looking further at the survival of Black businesses (Table 2)
the chart shows for the year of I908 a pattern of decline in the survival
of Black businesses. It can be noted that there was a 38 percent decrease
in Black businesses in 1908 (which was 38 percent in 1907). This means
that of the 248 Black businesses in 1907» only 8l survived to I908. Again,
this is not to say that the riot is the only factor which had an effect
on Black businesses in this area; however, one may assume it played a
major role.
Of the types of Black businesses that survived during these years
(1905-1908), the most numerous in type were skilled and service. There¬
fore, there is a consistency in the types of occupations that Blacks owned
or were allowed to engage in.
Survival of a business is one way to look for change in Black busi¬
nesses; however, another way is to note the number of new Black businesses
that came into existence during the time period 1905-1908. During the
year 1907> a number of new types of Black businesses developed (Table 3).
Twenty-four Black businesses developed in the total city area and of the
24, 16 were located downtown. They were of a service and skilled type,
such as carpet cleaners, hair dressers, horse shoers, etc. This develop¬
ment of new Black businesses may have been the end result of what the
Atlanta Chamber of Commerce was trying to initiate. The Safety Committee
formed by the Chamber of Cormerce drew up a proposal of recommendations
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to help restore and keep businesses in operation. Some of these recom¬
mendations were:
We recommend the assurance to all colored people
who have behaved themselves, of our intention to
protect them.
We recommend the complete sppression of all crimes.
We recommend that the Grand Jury indict every
violator of the law and that the truth be dis¬
covered if it is necessary to subpoena every man
in the country.
We recommend that every rioter and murderer be
prosecuted with all force and power of the law.
We recommend that the governor offer rewards of
large sums for the apprehension of rioters,
murders and criminals who are responsible for
these conditions and who have brought them about
by their lawlessness.
We recommend that the governor keep the military
force up to a maximum until affairs are completely
settled.
Zj,
We recommend complete repression of all crimes.
These recommendations were made as a jpart of the Chamber of Commerce's
efforts to help Blacks and businesses restore community services, and
be protected from criminal offenses.
Because of the recommendations made by the Atlanta Chamber of Com¬
merce, it would make it seem apparent that there would be a high increase
in Black businesses moving back into the downtown area in 1507, but this
is not so. This is because during that same year (1907) twelve Black
businesses downtown failed; and sixteen new Black businesses developed;




In 1908, there were four new Black businesses that developed in
Atlanta. All four were located in the downtown area and all four were of
a skilled and service type. Again, these four businesses did not have
any influence on the rise of Black businesses in the total city area or
Black businesses downtown because during that same year (1908), a total
of twenty Black businesses no longer survived, (see Table 3)» Therefore,
of the new Black businesses which developed, there was no effect or change
in the number of the total amount downtown or in the city area.
Of the total number of Black businesses, five were most numerous.
The chart below gives an account by number of the five most numerous Black
businesses in downtown Atlanta as compared to the total number of Black
businesses in the city of Atlanta.
FIVE MOST NUMEROUS TYPES OF BLACK BUSINESSES
(with respect to years)
Figure 1 • Figure 2
Total Black Business Total Black Business
Downtown in City
A B C A B C
1907 1908 1906 1907 1908
Barbers 39 38 33 50 55 59
Clothing
Renovators 10 12 14 16 16 25
Grocers 20 22 24 57 78 84
Lunch Rooms 58 51 54 87 72 80
Shoemakers -U _21 _52 51 _S3
Total 153 155 156 269 276 295
In intsrpreting the chart, it is apparent that there was a 1arger
number of Black businesses before the riot in the downtown area of Atlanta
(see Figure 2). The chart then shows that after the riot, the number of
15
Black businesses in downtown Atlanta decreased very slightly, while the
total number in the city increased at a slight margin (see Figure 3)*
in the year 1908, there is an almost consistent pattern held by Black
business in downtown Atlanta; while in the total city area, there is a
rise or increase in the number of Black businesses that developed. This
may mean that after the riot, which took place in downtown Atlanta, Blacks
were afraid to invest money in an enterprise in the downtown locations
for fear of another racial disturbance. Therefore, they opened shops in
the outer areas of the city.
CHAPTER III
SWEET AUBURN AVENUE AS BLACK BUSINESS DISTRICT
As times changed after emancipation, so did the attitude and eco¬
nomic status of Blacks. This is very evident in the 1900's along the
Auburn Avenue (Wheat Street until 1894), which became increasingly iden¬
tifiable for Blacks and Black businesses; however, this had not always
been so. During the I890's, Auburn Avenue was basically a mixed resi¬
dential area that had only five Black businesses—Morris Grocery Store,
Williams Steam Dryer Company, White and Cunningham Coal and Wood Store,
Goosby's Grocery Store, and C. C. Carter's Grocery Store.^
The first major Black establishment on Auburn was Big Bethel Church
(Figure 4). This establishment was founded and organized in 1865 on
Jenkins Street, and later moved to Auburn. Apart from support for the
spirit, it also offered social, cultural, educational, and economic oppor
tunities. This was the first meeting place for Blacks that was highly
respected by whites. This establishment also housed one of the first
Slack schools in its basement (which later became known as Morris Brown
College), and the first Black bank. Citizens Trust Bank; in addition, it
was influential with its employment agency and there are reports of it
Whese were Black businesses listed in Michael Porter's disserta¬




MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED
YEARS OF CHRISTIAN SERVICE
It can be said that the spirit of Big Bethelhaving a realty company,
manifested itself in social responsibility and aided with this attitude
other Slack businesses that came to the area. This is hinted at by the
increase of Black businesses and their success on Auburn after the I5O6
race riot.
During 1905, there were thirty-six types of businesses along Auburn,
most of which were of a skilled variety. Of the businesses located on
Auburn at that time, Blacks numbered only twenty-nine while whites numbered
seventy-seven (see Table 4). This means that in 1905 only 38 percent of
Black businesses was located on Auburn, while in the same year 62 percent
of Black businesses were in the CBO (see Table 2).
In September of 1906 the race riot took place, and during 1907 the
types of businesses on Auburn rose from thirty-six to forty-two. In this
same period the number of Blacks in business rose from twenty-nine (1905)
to thirty-seven (1907) and the total businesses on Auburn increased from
seventy-seven (1905) to ninety-one. This means that in 1907 Black busi¬
nesses on Auburn increased to 4l percent (see Table 5) which is a three
percent increase from 1905- While this growth was occurring on Auburn,
Black businesses were steadily decreasing in Central Business District
(CBD) where the riot activities took place. Businesses in this area
decreased from 62 percent (1905) to 58 percent (1907) (see Table 2).
Again, this is not to imply that the riot was the only factor in this
change, but it can be assumed that it was a major element.
It was not until later that Auburn became recognized as "Sweet"


















Buggy Shops 1 -
Cab Lines 1 1
Chemical Engineer 1
Clothing Renovators 3 3
Coal Wood Str. 1 1
Col lege 1 1
Int. Decorator 1 -
Dress Makers 2 1
Druggist 3 -
Furniture Str. 1 -
Grocers 16 6
Groc./Meats 1 -




Lunch Rms. 5 5
Manuf. 3 -
Meat Co. t - •




Picture Framers 1 1
Real Estate 1 -
Shoe Dealers 1 -
Shoe Makers H 4
Soda Founts T 1
Tai1ors T -





















Buggy Co. 1 -
Candy Store 1 -
Carpet Cleaners 1 1
Cigar Store 1 1
Clothing Renovators 1 1
Coal/Wood (Ret.) 2 2
Dyers/Cleaners 1 1
Foundries 1 -
Furniture Store 2 -
Furniture Rep's. 1 -
Grocers 16 —
Grocers/Meats 1 -
Insurance Co. 2 2
Jewelers 1 1
Junk 1 -
Laundries 1 - •
Lunch Rooms k h
Manuf. 3 -
Meat Co. 3 - ■
Mi 11inery 1 -
Moulding Co. 1 -





Real Estate 3 1
Shoe Dealers 1 -
Shoe Makers 3 3






by John Wesly Dobbs, but by 1908 indications were that Auburn would in¬
deed become "Sweet" one day. During this year, the types of businesses
decreased to thirty-nine but increased in numbers. The number of Blacks
in business on Auburn rose from thirty-seven in 1907 to fifty-one in 1908,
and the number of businesses rose from ninety-one ip 1907 to one hundred-
four in 1908. This change of Black businesses during this year brought
an increase to Auburn Avenue of 8 percent, from 41 percent in 1907 to
49 percent in 1908 (see Table 6), and a decrease in the CBD of 3 percent,
from 58 percent in 1907 to 55 percent in 1908 (see Table 2). When com¬
paring the percentage of increase on Auburn to the percentage of decrease
in the CBD, it can be assumed that part of the increase to Auburn was due
to new businesses that may have been reluctant to establish themselves in
the CBD for fear of another racial disturbance.
In 1905 there were only two barbers on Auburn; both businesses were
Black owned and operated, A. Ridley at 228 Auburn and W. A. Stovall at
160 Auburn. However, in 1907 (just after the riot) B. Green opened a new
barber business at 228^ Auburn. This was not the only type of Black busi¬
ness to increase, for during that same year nine other Black businesses did
the same. There were no Black tailors in the City Directory of 1905, but
in 1907 three Blacks were listed in the tailor business: E. E. Mordicure
at 159 Auburn, L. Benefield at 218 Auburn, and Armstrong at 212 Auburn.
This meant that by 1907 the tailor business for Blacks increased 300 per¬
cent over 1905. There were no Black physicians listed in 1905; however,
by 1907, W. E. Lane and T. H. Slater opened offices at 13^'Auburn (this















Boarding Houses 7 — ■
Bottlers 2 —
Buggy Shops 1 -
Candy Store 2 -
Carpet Cleaners 1 1
Cigar Store 3 2
Clothing Renovators 4 4




Grocer (Ret,) 16 7
Insurance Co, 4 3
Investment Co. 1 1




Lunch Rooms 7 7
Manufs. 4 -
Meats (Ret.) 3 T
Mi 111nery ? 1
Music Teachers V' ■ • ■ -
Newspaper Co. T r
Painters 1 - ■
Photographers 3 2
Physicians 5 4
Piano Tuners 1 -
Picture Framers T -
Real Estate 3 -
Rubber Tire Co. 1
Shoe Dealers \ -
Shoe Makers 4 3
Shoe Shiners 1 1
Soda Founts 1 -




building is now known as the Rucker Building). There were also no in¬
surance companies on Auburn in 1905, but by 1907 there was a 200 percent
increase in Black insurance companies- These companies were Union Mutual
Insurance at 212 Auburn (which moved from 515 Edgewood), and Atlanta
4
Mutual Insurance at 202 Auburn.
Black druggists were also scarce on Auburn in 1905, but they
increased 200 percent by 1908, with the moves of M, Amos to 184 Auburn
and L. P. Walton to 246 Auburn. There was one Black photographer at
139^ Auburn, and one Black realty company operated by N. Johnson at the
same location. H. Holloway was the only Black jeweler on Auburn since
1906, and "was considered to be a very successful and prominent business-
c
man." Holloway's business was operated at 139^ Auburn in the Rucker
Building. Black grocers increased 16 percent with the businesses of M.
Hurt at 199 Auburn and B. H. Dennis at 210 Auburn moving to the area.
Other Black established grocers during that time were: C. C. Carter at
201 Auburn, P. Eskeridge at I85 Auburn (see Figure 5), S. Hanserd at 199
Auburn, G. W. Kitchen at 197 Auburn, McQueen at 221 Auburn and E. E.
Winbush at 232 Auburn Avenue.^
4
Black insurance companies were reluctant about wnting policres for
people they thought to be liable. This judgement of a liable person was
based on physical appearance- Mrs. R, King cites an incident in which
her husband's grandmother v'as approached by an insurance agent who wanted
to write policies for the family but not the grandmother. "It was thought
because of her physical appearance she would not live long, but she out¬
lived her entire family."
Mrs. R. King, interviewed at her home, Atlanta, Georgia, March 1977.
^Mr. J. E. Jordan, Black businessman on Auburn since 1910, inter¬
viewed at his home, Atlanta, Georgia, March 1977.
"^P. Eskeridge and C. C. Carter were the only Black grocers that
owned property from 1893, See Figure 5. Tax Digest of 1893 also gives
an account of owned property
28
By 1908 six Black businesses had remained stable from 1905; barbers,
coal and wood stores, grocers (retail), jewelers, shoemakers, and tailors.
However, during this same year there was an increase in seven other types
of businesses. The clothing renovator business increased from one (-66
percent) in 1907 to four (+300 percent) by 1908 (see Table ?)• This
type of business included operators—J. Scott at 224 Auburn, F. Russell
at 256 Auburn, J. McDaniel and Harden at 1384 Auburn, Black druggists
increased their business by 50 percent, as well as Black insurance com¬
panies. Black lunchrooms increased from 4 (-20 percent) in 1907 to 7
(+75 percent) (see Figure 5). This addition to lunchroom businesses
consisted of: F. Bostick at I96 Auburn, J. F. Cook at 153 Auburn, M. Cox
at 220 Auburn, M. Epps at 1.92 Auburn, J. Harris at 194 Auburn, C. Lester
at 221 Auburn and H. McKinney at 200 Auburn who purchased his business
from P- Thomas, operating at the same location in 1907.^ Three other Black
businesses that showed a significant increase from 1907 to I908 were phy¬
sicians, photographers and meat companies; by I908 all had increased 100
percent. Physicians increased from two (1907) to four (I908); photo¬
graphers increased from one (1907) to tw6 (I908) equalling 200 percent by
1908, and meat companies increased from zero (1907) to one (1908) (see
Table 7)» By I908 thirteen types of Black businesses had shown consistent
increases or stability, meaning that Auburn was to become the Black "Sweet"
District one day. (See Tables 8 and 9).
By 1920 Auburn flourished because of Black businesses and was
talked of with pride by Black people. Auburn Avenue was the new Black























































































FROM: ATLAS OF ATLANTA, GA. COMPILED BY E. B. LATHAN & H. B. BAYLOR
CIVIL ENGINEERS, SCALE 200 FEET TO 1 INCH. 1893. Copyrighted Jy£
in 1894 by E. B. Latham & H. B. Baylor. I
On file in the Georgia Surveyor General Department, Office of the
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TABLE 7


























Bakers 1 -100.0 0.0
Barbers 2 3 + 50.0 3 Stable
Bicycle Shops 1 - -100.0 - 0.0
Black Smiths ■ - - - - —
Boarding Houses - - ■ - - -
Bottlers - - - - ■ -
Buggy Shops - - - ■ -
Cab Lines t - -100.0 - 0.0
Chemical Eng. 1 - -100.0 — 0.0
Clothing Ren. 3 1 - 66.0 k +300.0
Coal-Wood Store 1 2 +100.0 2 Stable
College 1 - -100.0 - 0.0
Decorators - - - -
Dress Makers - - - - -
Druggist - 2 +200.0 3 + 50.0
Furniture Store - - - -
Grocers 6 7 + 16.0 7 Stable
Grocers/Meat? - - - - -
Insurance Co. 2 +200,0 3 . + 50.0
Jewelers -' 1 -100.0 1 Stable
Junk w - _ - -
Laundries — - —
Lunch Rooms 5 k - 20.0 7 + 75.0
Manufacturing - - - - -



























Photographers ^ ■ 1 +100.0 2 +100.0
Physicians - 2 +200.0 4 +100.0
Picture Framers 1 - -100.0 - 0.0
Real Estate — 1 +100.0 — -100.0
Shoe Dealers - — - —
Shoe Makers 4 3 - 25.0 3 Stable
Soda Founts 1 - -lop.o — 0.0
Tailors - 3 +300.0 3 Stable
Umbrella Makers 1 -100.0 0.0
Businesses listed are from the 1905 City Directory, as a basis for most common ^ypes
of businesses engaged in» , ■
Formula used is:
*
1907 N xlOO = % + - increase
-1905 1905 - = decrease
TABLE 8























Bakers 1 -100.0 0.0
Barbers 2
. 3 + 50.0 3 Stable
Bicycle Shops 1 -■ -100.0 0.0
B1acksmiths 1 1 Stable - -100.0
Boarding Houses 7 11 + 57.0 7 + 36.0
Bottlers 2 1 -100.0 2 +100.0
Buggy Shops 1 1 Stable 1 Stable
Cab Lines 1 - -100.0 - 0.0
Chemical Engr. 1 - -100.0 - 0.0
Clothing Ren. 3 1 . - 66.0 4 +300.0
Coal/Wood 1 2 +10O.O 2 Stable
College 1 - -100.0 - 0.0
Int. Decorators 1 -- -100.0 - 0.0
Dress Makers 2 - -200.0 - 0.0
Druggist 3 4 + 33.0 4 Stable
Furniture Store 1 2 +100.0 2 Stable
Grocers !6 16 Stable 16 Stable
Grocers/Meats 1 1 Stab!e - -100.0
Insurance Co. 1 2 +100.0 4 +100.0
Jewelers 1 1 Stable 2 +100,0
Junk 2 1 -100.0 1 Stabie
Laundries 1 1 Stable 2 +100.0
























Manufacturing 3 3 Stable 4 + 33.0
Meat Co. 2 3 + 50.0 3 Stable
Music Teacher 1 1 Stable 1 Stable
Nurses 1 -100.0 - 0.0
Photographers 2 2 Stable 3 + 50.0
Physicians 2 2 Stable 5 + 50.0
Picture Framers 1 - -100.0 1 +100.0
Real Estate 1 3 +200.0 3 Stable
Shoe Dealers 1 1 Stable 1 Stable
Shoe Makers 4 3 = 25.0 4 + 33.0
Soda Founts' 1 - -100.0 1 +100.0
Tailors 1 3 +200.0 4 + 33.0
Umbrella Makers 1 -100.0 - 0.0
3^
TABLE 9
















1905 398 246 (62.0) 77 29 (38.0)
1906 No Count Taken
1907 426 243 (58.0) 91 37 (41,0)
1908 445 245 (55.0) 104 51 (49.0)
*The number of businesses were compiled from the City
directories of 1905j 1907, and 1908.
-•From 1905-1907, there is a 3 percent increase on Auburn of
Black businesses, and .a 4 percent decrease in the CBD. Perhaps
1 percent moved elsewhere in the city.
-From I907-I908, there is an 8 percent increase of Black busines¬
ses on Auburn, and a 3 percent decrease in the CBD. This may
mean a 5 percent increase of new types of Slack businesses to
Auburn.
business district and was consistently growing. Katherine Adams writes
of the general attitude of Blacks at that time.
Auburn, Auburn a viatic trail
An ever-growing golden vale;
Nurtured into a glowing avenue,
Street of Dreams—Negritude Desires,
Street for Adventure, daring and new,
Street of Homes and Businesses, too—
Freedom's vision maci& manifest.
Auburn, Auburn, Avenue of Worth
Advancing steadily to goal;
Workshop for the inyentive mind.
Showcase for honored Moral Codes
Showcase for high Aims and Excellence
Showcase for workable Ideas.
35
Auburn, Auburn, "The Avenue!"
Always the Pride of "Old Fourth."
Extended to Idealists of the World
Mecca-National and International, too,
Negritudes' Exposition of latent desires
Educative, activative,—sound
Auburn, Auburn, may its grace be abound.®
It was now that the Avenue had become "Sweet."'
8
Atlanta Daily World, 18 June 1976.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, it can b.e said that the riot activities of I9O0
did affect Black businesses in an adverse manner. This is very evident
when looking at Graph 3 and Graph 6. When viewing the Black businesses
that survived in the Central Business District from 1905» statistics
show a very definite and consistent decrease. Of the 246 Black busi¬
nesses that had established locations in the CBD in 1905» only 94 (38
percent) kept their original location to 1907. Furthermore, of the 94
that existed to 1907j only 8l (32 percent) maintained their original
establishments to 1908. This type of change gives reason to believe that
riot activities did influence the movement in Black businesses in the C30,
At the same time, as Black businesses moved away from the CBD, others
moved in; however, the influx of new Black businesses was not enough,to
make up the ratio in the CBD. This means that of the 246 Black busi¬
nesses in the CBD during 1905j only 94 were in their original location,
and of the 8l Black businesses in 1908, only 81 were original from 1907
(see Table 2). Statistics such as these suggest that riot activities
were a major impetus to change.
Apart from looking at the results iri Black businesses in the CBD,
statistics also show that other developments took place, perhaps as a
result of the riot. As statistics show a decrease in the mov«neht in
Black businesses to the CBD, statistics for Auburn show an increase
36
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along with the development of a new Black Business District in that
area (see Graph 5)* Again, this emergence of a new Black Business Dis¬
trict away from the CBD indicates some tension against Black businesses
in the CBD. Statistics also suggest that the increase in the numbers of
businesses combined with the decrease in business types may indicate an
economic maturity rather than a scattering of shops—that is, birth of a
concentrated, specialized business district.
Findings also indicate that from 1905*1Blacks maintained a
consistency in the types of occupations that owned or that were allowed
to engage in, being primarily of the service and skilled varieties.
Finally, results give all indications that riot activities as well
as other factors influenced the ratio of rnovement amongst Black busi¬






Total Number of Black Businesses
in Downtown Atlanta & Total in City of Atlanta
"'The full column represents the total amount of Black
Businesses in the city of Atlanta.
'f^'-The shorter column represents (within the larger column)
the percentage of businesses located downtown.
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GRAPH 2
Total Number of Black Businesses










& Decline of the Number of Black

















Black businesses in CBD









*Formu1a for ratio is;
Black Businesses on Auburn x 100 = n%
Black Businesses on Auburn + Black Businesses
Downtown CBD
GRAPH 5
Contrast of Black Businesses in CBD to





Black businesses in Downtown C8D
Black businesses on Auburn
’■'According to graph it may be assumed that eventually
Black businesses on Auburn rose higher than Black
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Black businesses in CBD
Black businesses on Auburn
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